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K.C. Three (Adios Vic-Kenmar Kate) has been very competitive during the early season for trainer/driver Wendell Donaway and owner James Marshall

FOXBORO EARLY SUCCESS CONTINUES
FOXBORO — This week of racing
action at Foxboro was highlighted by the
influx of a number of new stables
headlined by the return of the Gerry
Kazmaier Stable from Liberty Bell and
perennial New England favorite John
Hogan.
However, the brightest “ star” of the
week and possibly the whole season is a
team of Foxboro favorites, namely a ten
year old gelding, called Dromicia and

By Sharianne Walker
veteran stalwart driver Bert of Racing Rick Stroud, Peter Blood
Beckwith.The dynamic duo took their displayed his top driver form scoring
fifth and sixth wins of the year in a most with ten year old pacer Currituck Vernon
impressive fashion on Tuesday and Sat and five year old Jet Boots. The sunny
urday nights with 2:05.1 and 2:03.4 marks afternoon also saw the return to the
respectively. The sturdy pacer by Scotch winner’s circle of David Pinkney Jr.’s
Luck — Gentle Chamfer has scored a Vanish. A seven year old owned by
victory in every one of his outings this Steward J. MacRae of Baddeck, Nova
year.
Scotia, Vanish had been consistently
In Sunday’s card, called “ the best in upgrading her performance in the fillies
recent memory at Foxboro” by Director and mares open since her return from

the Meadowlands in February.
In the battle of preferred handicapped
pacer’s, KC Three asserted this supremecy, setting a seasonal standard of
1:59.1. Gaines Time, one of Young
Meadow Farms “ star” took second with
Mark Beckwith piloting Laughing Man
who grabbed the show spot. The spec
tacular Sunday card drew a crowd of
2,877 who bet $343,279.

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
March 21 — Agricultural Day - Civic Center - Augusta, Maine

April 10 — Early Bird Series - The Oriole - four yr. olds - Lewiston Raceway l

March

22 — Early Bird Series- The Robin - four yr. olds Lewiston Raceway

April 13 —Mass. Equine Expo - Northampton, Mass.

March

27 — Early Bird Series- The Chicadee Trot Final - Lewiston Raceway

April 15 —New Hampshire Sire Stakes — Nomination fee for yearlings

March

29 — Early Bird Series- The Robin - four yr. olds - Lewiston Raceway

April 15 —New Hampshire Sire Stakes — Sustaining fee for two year olds

March31 — Application for Maine Dept, of Agri. Scholarship Due.
April 5 — Early Bird Series - The Robin Final - Lewiston Raceway
}L

April 15 —New Hampshire Sire Stakes — Sustaining fee for three year olds I
April 15 — Application for M.H.H.A. Scholarship due
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS FOR 1985
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Kenneth Ronco
P.O. Box 3093 Lewiston, Maine 04240
Tel. 783-2535
Sec. Treas.
Frank Woodbury
Bruce Hill Rd.
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Tel. 829-5410
_ - LI
Edgar Morgan IV I • H
Greene, Maine 04236
Tel. 946-5055

LI

Bert Fernald (Elected 1985)
West Poland, Maine 04291
Tel. 782-4927
Sheridan Smith
Box 651
West Farmington, Maine 04992
Tel. 778-3006

President

(lett t0 righ,)

Glenn Deletetsky
RFD. 2, Elm St.
McFalls, Maine 04256
Tel. 345-9402

Vice-President
William Edwards
RFD. 4, Box 9
Gardiner, Maine 04345
Tel. 582-5142
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Letters To The Editor

To the Editor: * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I am writing you this letter to further the advancement of the
because I felt the need to address the breed.
problem of small prices for Maine
2. Increase yearling nomination
bred yearlings.
and subsequent sustaining fees by
While I sympathize and un- 100 percent. The 50 or so dollars we
derstand the problems of the small owners currently pay is vastly
breeder, they fail to recognize the inadequate if we wish to increase
basic economics of the issue. Why purses.
should a perspective owner pay
3- Charge a minimal starting fee
$5,000 for a Maine-bred colt when it for stakes races,
is quite possible to spend $5,000 to Another factor which is frequently
$7,500 for a New Jersey or New York over
looked
when
discussing
sired colt? A dominant stakes colt in yearling prices is the quality of the ^
Maine earns perhaps $40,000 in 2 broodmares. With stallions like B e s t *
years while his southern counterpart Jeffrey, Stephan O, Rebel Bret etc.,
could earn as much as $200,000. Maine should produce several sub-2
Moreover, a moderately successful minute horses per year. The quality
colt in New Jersey earns $100,000 of
stake’s current broodmare
while his Maine cousin earns 1/10 band probably won’t allow this. A
that amount.
breeder can’t expect an owner to
If the breeder wants the yearling Pay fop dollar for a yearling out of a
prices to inflate it is my feeling that mare who has no-breeding, no race
the Sire Stakes purses must increase mark, and no productive offspring,
to make the risk potentially more lt would behove the serious breeder
beneficial to the owner. While to spend $5,000 for 2 well bred mares
money “ New Jersey Style” is rather than by 10 mares for $500
beyond our reach, I feel it is im- each.
portant that the stakes purses in- While many of these suggestions
crease each year to a figure may sound expensive, it is imaproaching $750,000 within 8 to 10 portant that we look past the shortyears. Now the $64,000 question, how term cash outlay to the long-term
do we raise the money? I don’t have economics well being of Maine
all the answers but perhaps a few breeders and owners alike,
suggestions;
Thank you for the use of your
1.
Increase stallion nomination forum to express my opinions on this
fees from $25.00 to $100.00. This will important issue,
generate
revenue
while
Sincerely
discouraging the breeding of nonChip Wakely
descript stallions which do nothing
Yarmouth
EDITOR * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I
read with interest the request for included.
With a simple update
more complete stakes results to be every week, the summaries are
published inthe North East Harness printed on command.
News, and I applaud the request.
In fact some reports are sent
Complete Maine Stakes results directly into several newspaper’s
are sent each week immediately computers via phone lines, ready to
following the running of the last appear the next day.
event. The NEHN along with the
Detailed information about a
major dailies and weeklies in Maine stakes program is difficult to
receive these detailed results. In manage, but with the help of recent
addition; summaries of leaders, technical advances the request for
highest money winners, leading more complete information is well
stallions, and comparisons of speed within reach.
and descriptive comments about the First, other stakes programs must
horses,
trainers,
owners
and modernize, but more important
breeding are regularly sent as well, more publications must be con
vinced that our statistics are every
All of this is possible with the aid bit as important as batting averages
of a computer, two in fact. A data and lists of golf scores,
base has been established with
Sincerely,
details of every nominated horse
TonyAliberti
Maine Stakes Publicity
* * * * * * * * * * * B y KEN RONCO

-

Ruel Goodblood Jr.
26 Goddard St.
Lewiston, Maine 04240
Tel. 786-3204
Dana Childs
350 East Bridge St.
Westbrook, Maine 04092
Tel. 854-2494
Helen Gossom
P.O. Box 152
Cumberland Ctr., Me. 04021
Tel. 829-5742

The Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean B.
Emerson RFD No. 3, Box 359 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072. Second class postage
pending at Biddeford, Maine. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast
Harness News RFD No. 3 Box 359 Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.

Change Of Address Form
Your Name:

Date:

Old Address:
City:_______

State:

Zip:

State:

?iPl

New Address:
City:_______

M.H.H.A. Update

Please notify of a change immediately as third class mail is not forwarded.
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.

Scholarship Committee — The
Scholarship Committee met on
i February 25 to establish the criteria
to be used for the Scholarship Fund.

The committee members include
Bert Fernald (chairman) Gerald
Smith, Jan Deletetsky, aCharles
Kerrigan and Jean Emerson. This
committee will meet again after
The
following
eligibility April 15th to recommend to the
requirements were established:
Directors who should receive these
scholarships for 1985.
| 1. Applicant, parent, or gauardian
| must be members of M.H.H.A
HEALTH
INSURANCE
COM- ^

It’s Subscription Time....
► Don’t Miss A Single Issue! j

N O R TH EAST H ARNESS NEW S

For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency I 2. Applicant must be accepted
initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted im m ediately on a once yearly basis. II program of further study.
Don’t delay — save over single copy issue!

Make checks payable to: Northeast Harness New s

New

Renew

NAME:.

$ 1 0 .0 0 p e r

Print M ailing Address
DATE-

ADDRESS:

Z IP :

Rpt„m

year

in

^
time (March 12)
Q
mittee is waiting for a
survey form that is being developed
3. Applicant must file application
H H'.? ° f.fic®- 4* ®oon *s this
to Scholarship Committee by April ^rm is available it will be sent to all
15,1985.
H M.H.H.A. members so the com
mittee can determine how many
Applications may be obtained from pe j Plf are
in the program

Director.CUtiVe SeCreUry ° r a" y
^
Pay
************a**************************************
SUBSCRIBERS NOTE: Expiration date for your subscription will
be printed on your address label with each issue from now on. Back
issues to January will no longer be mailed with a new subscription,
as was the previous policy. Newspapers will be sent for one year
i from
payment. Please contact Editor if there are
from the date of payment
are anv
any
^|b^e|t|s^^^ernin^ ^1}scriptidjis. Thank you/
you.' %
| t■ %
any
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In 1985

THE DUPUIS FARM Will Stand

REBEL BRET
(Bret

Hanover-Propellor-Meadow

Skipper)

A Big Handsome, Well-Bred Stallion With A Record
Of Consistency On A Half-Mile Track....
The Necessary Ingredient For Colts And Fillies
Expected To Participate In The Maine Stakes.
As a two year old REBEL BR ET raced in Late Closers and
Conditionals at Buffalo Raceway with top quality performers
— Roses Are Red, Future Lobell and Armbro Utrillo.
His juvenile mark of 2:04.1 (defeating Dover’s Tamerlane)
was taken at Greenwood Raceway in Canada. This colt raced
from May 23, 1978 through October 24, 1978 on half and five
eighth mile tracks to complete his two year old career.

Foals Eligible To Maine Stakes
And
New England Sulky Championships

As a three year old, REBEL BR ET returned on April 13, 1979
to qualify at Yonkers in 2:04.4.... out of the seven hole, on top
at the half in 1:01.4.... only to be defeated by Jade Prince.
This stallion raced Conditions and Early Closers at Roosevelt
in April and May driven by John Kopas. REBEL BR ET also
raced the Three-Year-Old Invitations with top caliber horses
such as Freedom Knight, Armbro Rambler, Mostest Yankee,
Pass It On, O il Strike and Taurus Chip. He picked up a check
18 times out of 21 starts earning $34,355 taking a half-mile
record of 2:00.2 as a three year old .
REBEL BR ET time trialed for his lifetime record at the
Meadowlands driven by C lint Galbraith, with quarters in
28.4-58.2-1:28.3 for a mile in 1:57.3. He completed his three
year old career racing in $90,000. Claimers at Yonkers
Raceway.
REBEL BR ET started as a four year old by qualifying in 2:03
for Buddy Regan at Roosevelt Raceway, then won his next start
in 2:03.4 for Bill O ’Donnell. Shortly after, he sustained an
injury, concluding his four year old career after only five
starts.... a stroke of bad luck at the peak of his career which
would ultimately affect his speed record an total money
earnings.

This is another example of the superb Bret Hanover-Meadow
Skipper cross that has produced so many champions.

REBEL BR ET did return as a five year old winning a qualifier
in 2:04.1. In spite of the long lay off, he went on to establish
a half mile record of 2:01.2 with 20 times in the money from
23 starts.... completing the season with a total of $78,743.

The Dupuis Farm

Remember! Fast miles on a big track are not
indicative of half-mile track performance.

Standing for the reasonable fee of $600.
A t....

Lynn-Marie Smith, Farm Manager
Buxton Rd., Saco, Maine 0 4 07 2
Tel. 2 0 7 -2 8 4 -4 7 2 6

Breed To A Proven Performer!

REBEL BRET
T,« '

For Foals That Inherit Half Mile Track Speed
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Lavish Acres
1985 Stallions In Service

WITSEND’S TRIBUTE
Sire: SPEEDY CROWN

2,2:01.2; 3,1=57.1

($545,495) World champion winner of Hambletonian and »■
International Trot
(Sire of 89 Trotters in 2:00 and dams of 12 in 2:00)
SPEEDY CROWN stands at Lana Lobell of N.Y. for a stud
fee of $50,000.

The classy filly Best Waltz (Best Jeffrey-Gaelic Waltz) and owner Paul Battis.

BEST JEFFREY
p2,2:00,3f,l:59;4,1:57.4m ($190,000.)
Sire: BEST OF ALL 2.1:57.4m;3,l:57.4,l:56.2m
($548,000). Sired 120 Pacers In 2:00 Through 1983

Dam: SHADYDALE FRISKY by AIRLINER
(Sired 71 Pacers In 2:00 And Dams Of 88 In 2:00)
BEST JEFFREY will stand his 4th season for a $500.
service fee (Live Foal). He is already the sire of the Witsend’s Tribute (Speedy Crown-Burger Queen) a three year old at Blue Chip Farm.
fastest 2 year old filly in Maine history-BEST WALTZ, Dam: BURGER QUEEN by LINDY'S PRIDE
p2,2:05 result of one test breeding.
2,2:00.1,3,1:57.3 ($396,209.00) Triple Crown winner of
Come and see his weanlings and yearlings of '85!
Hambletonian, Kentucky Futurity, Yonkers Futurity,
His first full crop will race this year.
Dexter Cup, Colonial, etc. BURGER QUEEN has already
There have been excellent reports of
produced BURGOMESTER: 2,2:05.4;3,1:56.3 ($435,411).
his two-year-olds in training.
Winner of Hambletonian and multiple stakes winner;
BROSE, 2:01.3; etc. WITSEND’S TRIBUTE is by a world
champion Hambletonian winner out of a dam who was
sired by a Triple Crown winner and who has already
produced a Hambletonian winner a one-half brother in
blood. WITSEND'S TRIBUTE will stand his first season
for a $500.00 service fee (Live Foal).

For Booking Contracts Call Frank Withee,
Farm Manager 1-946-5388
Or Basil L. Kellis, Owner At 1-324-2841

LAVISH ACRES
In the foreground Britzer Kate and her Best Jeffrey foal and Sorfside Miss with
her Best Jeffrey foal enjoy the large sonny paddock at Lavish Acres.

Greene, Maine

Visitors Welcome!

Lewiston Raceway On A Roll
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By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI

RACEWAY SETS THE PACE
Foxboro Raceway, Route 1, Foxboro, Ma 02035
Malting Address: P.O. Box 558 Tel: (617) 543-5331

Willis Whittemore comes up the rail at Lewiston Raceway to win the feature
pace in 2:00.3 with David Miller’s good Skipperic.

Lewiston Raceway began its
spring meet with their first $200,000
handle, (a record setting $206,00 in
fact) and this meet has gained
momentum and been breaking
records since. Friday, March 1, say
a $130,000 night the highest ever for a
Lewiston Raceway Friday.
The mezzanine, a welcome ad
dition for grandstand fans has ac
counted for nearly 20 percent of the
handle, and the exclusive Horizon
Room continues to attract new fans
to racing.
On the track, racing has been
crisp
and
competitive,
Race
Secretary Clayt Smith wouldn’t
have it any other way. His first late
closer was a resounding success
with Chester Baron drawing away in
the $3,650 final. Margie Escort and
Keat’s Colt each earned double wins
in the preliminaries, but were
hampered by a bulky field in the
final.
Next up is a trot Late Closer, with
a $2,500 final slated for March 27.
The top class trot event has also seen
the emergence of new blood. Archie
Bulter was the most recent winner,
but Rosario Bussiere may have the
most promising trotter in the state in
Hard Time Rosie, that six year old
daughter of Dutchman is finally
developing
dependable
trotting
speed. Her 2:07.4, four wide, finish to
nail Stonegate Consort at the wire
ooooooooooooo

earned universal respect. Star of
Lov, last year’s track record setter
has recently returned to racing and
should hit peak form before the
month is out.
On the pacing side Slick Silnet, Dr.
Alroy Chow’s Silent Majority four
year old has dominated the top
class, but Luck’s Lazy Lady and
Mike’s Spirit, a pair of Maine bred
performers have dogged his every
move. In addition a pair of quick
horses from the Bob Levi stable,
Eustis and most recently, Armbro
Blaze have sparkled as well.
The
driving
championship
remains open. Though Leigh Fitch
has a comfortable led in the dash
catagory the percentege crown is up
for grabs. Bob Sumner,
Dude
Goodblood, Kelly - Case, David
Ingraham and Greg Bowden have
all been hot early. This emergence
of young talent may in fact be the
legacy of this meet.
The Lewiston spring meet con
tinues through May 4 with the North
American Driving Championship,
orchestrated by Bob and Jean
Ferland, and a $10,000 Invitational
for Maine bred or owned horses are
expected to be the top draws in the
coming weeks. The track is also
expected to honor Jill Parker,
recently named “ Caretaker of the
year” by Harness Tracks of
America.

Obituaries

ooooooooooooo

ROCHESTER
—
Catherine
(Gilbert) Hussey, 80, of 19 Hussey
Road died Friday, March 8, 1985, in
Bell. Fla., after a sudden illness.
Born October 4,1905, in Rochester,
the daughter of Thomas and Annie
Gilbert, she has been a lifelong
resident of Rochester.
Mrs. Hussey trained harness
horses
at
the
Rochester
Fairgrounds, for Jesse Brown and
was probably the first woman

trainer in New England. She also
served as Grand Marshall for
Rochester Fair as a young woman in
the 30s and 40s.
She is survived by a son, Charles
Hussey of Rochester; a daughter,
Mrs. Joan Harp of Bell. Fla.; eight
grandchildren;
nine
great
grandchildren; two brothers, Walter
Gilbert and Raymond Gilbert of
Rochester; and several nieces and
nephews.

TED GIBBONS, 84, of Cape
Elizabeth. A Bowdoin graduate Mr.
Gibbons served Maine as a ‘Racing
Commissioner, and was the race
secretary at the Old Orchard Kite
Track Grand Circuit meet 1948, race
secretary at Yonkers Raceway for
two decades. General Mangaer of
Foxboro Raceway m 1951, con-

sultant to the Race secretary at
Rockingham Park and a member of
the Hall of Fame in Goshen, New
York.
He is survived by his widow
£ * ene and two sons' Walter and
Famous in harness racing circles,
ma(je contributions to the sport
iqCalJy arid nationally.

NEW SCHEDULE
Racing Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
evening 7:45 p.m. Sunday afternoon 1:00 p.m.

...........~Pine Tree S a le ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Lewiston Raceway
HORSE
KASH DESIGN
Jean Emerson
FRINGE BENEFIT
Clayton Hemphill
RIV-LEA BLITZ
Warren Strout
CLOVERLY GALAFLITE
Diane Wentworth
CHRISSY ATTRACTION
Gerald Kilgore
RACE ME TONIGHT
Diane Corbett
SANDY’S BIRTHDAY
Ronnie Pate
SCOTCH KNOX IMP
Ron Alexander
CALL THE VET
Jerry Watson
CINDY JACK
Ronnie Pate
ST. PAUL
Simone Lee
TABRIZ
Jill Parker
RUTLAND
P ete Gilman
SHERRY DEW
Ann Challoux
BUD GAIT SIS
Ronnie Pate
SEA CIRCLE
Stan Bubier, Jr.
DEMON’S ANGEL
Sherwood Bard
INGA’S BEST
Willis Nichols
FLYING FROST
Diane Wentworth
FIRE N ICE
Richard Rose
ULA BELLE
Brian Bridgham
ANN’S BLUE VELVET
Ronnie Pate
ARNIE’S SKIP
Walter Sell
KEARSAGE MIST
Ronnie Pate
MOUNTAIN KIM
Evelyn Chatigny
HAZY
P ete Cotter
J .J .’S MAESTRO
Sherwood Bard
CHINBRO KNOX D.M.
Foster Ray
...

March 11, 1985

SIRE & DAM
(Tropic Song-Brown Paint)

PRICE
$195

(Direct Rhythm-Brunella Hanover)

$240

(Blitzen-Hillary Dunloe)

$270

(Gallover-Terra Flight)

$410

(Chris Time-Royal Attraction)

$360

(Bret’s Boy-Contessa April)

$350

(Latham-Snowy Valentine)

$220

(Skipper Knox-Stonegate Imp.)

$700

(Leader Pick-Adios Lassie)

$800

(Jack Johnson-Cindy Stone)

$490

(Brazil-St. Patricia M.)

$700

1

(Tamerlane-Heather Storm)

$925

(Adios Boy-Vermont Dream)

$220

(Steady Duke-Sherry’s Demon)

$290

(Doublemint-Arlene Hanover)

$240

(Nansemood-Sea Orbit)

$500

(Ayres-Pleasant Demon)

$220

(Best Of All-Inga Hanover)

$925

(Flying Bret-Ruth Giers)

$290

(King Storm-Crisis)

$270

(Crafty Shadow-Restigouche Mom)

$240

(Skipper Knox-Miss Annie K.)

$170j

(Scram-Trudy D)

$260

(Wilrose Lobell-Clay’s Daughter)

$210

(General Star-Mountain Cindi)

$1000

(Gray Rodney B-Silver’s Diane)

$500

(Albatross-Meadow Audry)

$400

(Skipper Knox-Debbie Morarka)

$340

. (Horses not .listed were out.)
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The Classy Campaigner

GIBSON LOBELL

Gibson Lobell wins at Scarborough Downs in 1984. Now owned by Chet Emerson the stallion will be standing the' 1985 season at the Dupuis Farm.

GIBSON LOBELL

VICTORY SONG 1:57.3

A tough ten year old trotter who equaled his lifetime
„ NOBLE VICTORY 2, 2:00-1:55.3 $522,391

[

f

t EMILY’S PRIDE 1:58

record in 1984.

An excellent

outcross

Speedy Scott or Star’s Pride mares.

for

This stallion

is a full brother to Glory Lobell, the dam of Ginger
Belle 3, 1:56.2 $227,263.

(

GIBSON LOBELL
|

2. 2:09h-3, 2:03.2h $80,241

Gibson Lobell won as a two year old in 1978. He raced
in Canada as a three year old and was fourth to
Doublemint in 2:00.3 at Blue Bonnets in Grand
Circuit racing.

1

# HOOT MON 2:00

^ GLEE HANOVER 2, 2:08.2h-3, 2:05. lh $40,644

Geranium Lobell b.f.2 (Noble Victory-Glee Hanover)
a full sister to Gibson Lobell is presently in training
at the Howard Beissinger Stable, South Florida

GLEEFUL HANOVER 2:06.2
Upgrade your trotting stock...breed to Gibson Lobell!

Introductory Fee: $400.
Maine And New England Sulky Championship Eligible

Training Center, proving once again that this is a very
viable family.

THE DUPUIS FARM
117 Buxton Rd.
Saco, Maine
Tel. 2 0 7 -2 8 4 -4 7 2 6
Lynn-Marie Smith, Farm Manager
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“ W e’re Looking For A Few Good Mares

9 9

HANDOVER FARMS Offers For Your Consideration When Choosing A Maine Stakes Sire.

Private Jet
This son of Bret Hanover paced in 2:00.3; out of a Good Time mare (Dawn Flight) he’s
one of the gamest horses to come along. Gary Mosher say’s this stallion is full of
heart.
-9
-Also-

Love Match
A son of Super Bowl he has a bottom line that will knock your socks off. His first dam
is “ Love Flower” , a “ Florican” mare, his second dam is “First Love” , a “Victory
Song” mare his third dam is “ Spinster Hanover” out of the foundation mare “The
Old Maid” truly a regal trotter.
Both Stud Fees Will Be By Private Treaty

For Information Contact
Julie Pratt At 2 0 7 -9 3 3 -4 0 6 5
Or
Tom Andrews At 2 0 7 -3 7 7 -2 7 6 5

ON THE RAIL
The New York State University
College at New Paltz calls it “ The
Care, Development and Handling of
the Equine for Use in Competition,
Sport and Pleasure.” But the adult
students, 16 and over, who have
enrolled, call it the “ horse course.”
With hundreds of horse farms
spread all over the state, combined
with race tracks and tens of
thousands of horses of all breeds, it’s
no wonder that people want to learn
more about their big, four-legged
friends. And what better place than
college!
This is the eighth time a practical
course on the fundamentals of horse
rearing and managment has been
conducted at New Paltz. The 1985
series began on Valentine’s Day —
an appropriate day fc r horse lovers
— and continues each Thursday
evening through the end of March.
Following those seven sessions, if a
student has been paying attention,
he (or she) should know all there is
to know about Equus Caballus.
(That’s learned talk for Horse.)
Discussions begin at the very
beginning — a very good place to
start. Lecturer for the course is Dr.

by

PHIL PINES,

Joseph O’Dea of Roscommon Stud in
Geneseo,
New
York.
This
distinguished practitioner takes his
classes back to the time when horses
were no bigger than foxes and had
toes instead of hooves. As they
evolved into the large creatures we
know now, horses ran wild over
grasslands, never knowing what it
was to have foot problems. Then
man came along.
Dr. O’Dea is certainly well
qualified to pass on his knowledge in
this course. He’s done it all when it
comes to horses, having spent a
lifetime with them. He served as
veterinarian for the XXIII Olympiad
in 1984, his seventh Olympic games.
He is formerly a member of the New
York State Racing and Wagering
Board and has served as president, a
director, or advisor to several major
equine related organizations on the
state and national levels. He knows
his horses whether they pull sulkies
or carry riders.
Dr. Dale Rubin of Woodstock is
administrator for the course which
not only traces the history of horsedom but then plunges deeply into
their care and feeding, breeding (for

Director

The Hall of Fame of the Trotter, Goshen, N.Y.

fun and profit, maybe), training,
foot and leg problems, common
ailments and the horse at work.
Cooperating with the SUNY staffs at
New Paltz and Geneseo are the New
York State Horse Council, the New
York State Thoroughbred Breeders
and the Harness Horse Breeders of
New York State. The College at New
Paltz also expects to offer an
“ Advanced Horsemen’s Course’ ’ in
the winter of 1986 with emphasis on
horses being trained for racing and
sport.
Listening to a series of horse
course lectures might be a fun thing
to do for a couple oo months but what
can it lead to? Well, consider this:
There is more to the horse business
than just acring for or training
them. There are jobs in the sciences,
merchandising,
teaching,
in
surance,
pulbicity,
nutrition,
writing, transportation — a long list
of career opportunities. And there
are a growing number of colleges
and vocational schools acrooss the
nation that offer two and four year
programs for those who want to
enter the world of horses. A person
can earn a vocational certificate in

as little as six months or pursue a
four year program to acquire an
equine related bachelor’s debree.
Currently, there are a quarter
million full time employees working
in the horse industry within the
United States and their paychecks
total one and one-half billion dollars.
And that ain’t hay!
Young people in New York State
don’t have to wait till they are
college age, however, if they wish to
train or care for horses. The Board
of Cooperative Educational Services
(BOCES) have horse courses in a
half dozen locations across the state,
from Long Island to Buffalo. It all
started with a program initiated by
the orange-Ulster BOCES back in
1970. But to keep pace with the
demand for more equine related
education, BOCES, as well as other
institutions and colleges, have had to
increase their courses and degree
programs to accommodate that
demand.
The horse has never been a
popular or populous as he is now,
and the old cry Get a horse!” might
conclude “ — and take him to school
with you.”
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Scarborough Downs: ByRobertLowen
Marketing The Gold Coast
There is a growing phenomena
along the Maine southern seaboard
that is being hailed as the gold coast
by some developers. With shorefront property selling at one million
per acre, expensive high rise condos
are replacing gaudy hot dog stands
and pizza joints in the heart of the
tourist district.
Keeping pace with the tide of new
development, Scarborough Downs is
moving to add class to harness
racing. In an effort to change
racing’s image, Scarborough is
creating an atmosphere of elegance
with its ultra-plush, two million
dollar clubhouse, refurbished box
seats in the grandstand and a
modern, re-designed racing surface.
With a rapidly growing business
community virtually at his door, Joe
Ricci, Scarborough’s flamboyant
innovator, has shored up his
management team with the addition
of Gilda Long as manager of sales
and special events. The clubhouse
which is scheduled to be finished for
the opening of the harness meet in
May, will be a year round facility.
The Scarborough management is
hoping to attract business meetings,
conventions, and special affairs for
its dining room, the largest in
Maine.
General manager Eric Moynihan
tells the Northeast Harness News,
“ The main dining room will seat 550
for racing, but could accommodate
700 for other functions.”
Moynihan, who assumed the
managerial reins at Scarborough
last season, guided the plant to a
successful year without the support
of a clubhouse. He adds that the new
complex will have theatre style
seating and two lounges.
Moynihan says that the crew
constructing the facility will soon be
working around the clock to ensure
its completion for the opening.
The box area in the 10,000 seat
grandstand
is
being
lavishly
redecorated with new carpeting and
new seats. Publicity director Maura
Curley says Scarborough will be
offering a special box seat season
package costing $400. The deal in
cludes free parking, two free
programs, and a distinctive plaque
bearing the holder’s personal or
business name, a status symbol for
today’s yuppies. (Young upward
professional persons).
Season passes will also be
available for the clubhouse at $200

and the grandstand at $125.
For patrons wishing for a lobster
in a more casual atmosphere, the
Seahorse restaurant will be open in
the grandstand.
In the racing department, Dan
Septelka will be working with Karl
Janotta, racing secretary. He brings
ten years of experience fromHinsdale.
Scarborough has its best ever
slate of invitationals with the
President’s Pace racing for $30,000
and the Legislator Trot for $15,000.
With seven early closing series on
tap, patrons will have a very
upgraded, schedule.
With Sundays designated as
family day, Scarborough is planning
a full slate of promotions including a
drawing for “ Fantasy Weekend” , a
media race, silly sulky, and time
trials over the improved racing oval.
For the first time, Scarborough is
launching a fan development
program with shuttle buses tran
sporting fans to and from local
hotels.
In an effort to introduce new fans
to harness racing, management is
working with group tour operators
interested in stopping buses at the
new facility.
With its management machinery
well-oiled, Scarborough is in
troducing a wave of new, creative
concepts in marketing harness
racing. Future plans call for a fish
bowl type race paddock near the
grandstand where fans can get a
look at normally behind the scenes
activity.
Moynihan is taking a personal
interest in the stable area. A land
scaped stable area would be ex
cellent for barn tours which would
be educational for fans.
Scarborough is enviably located
with Maine transportation officials
planning an access road through the
600-acre site connecting the Maine
turnpike with U.S. Route No. 1. With
its proximity to the coastline, ex
clusive hostelries , and Portland’s
International Jetport, Scarborough
is literally only minutes away from
Boston and New York. For today’s
jet-setting executive the “ new gold
coast” is just a hop away.
Meanwhile, the first race at
Scarborough is a time trial. Con
struction is racing against the clock
for completion by opening day. Will
they make it?
Maura says, “ You can bet on it.”

a

Caretaker Of The Year”
Jill Parker By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI

obscure for recognition of talent and dedication in the horse business.

There are some stories that drop
gently on a doorstep, all wrapped,
perfect just as they arrive.
It is pure cinema script that Jill
Parker, hardworking wife and
partner of Freeman Parker, should
be honored individually as the best
groom in America.
There were no big shot interveners, Jody Rossbach, Jill
Parker’s daughter watched her
mother work endless hours last
summer on Emperor Virgo, wrote
the letter of nomination, submitted
her mom as “ Caretakerof the
Year” . The judges concurred, Jill
Parker’s dedication overwhelmed
competition and her work with a
horse with $4,000 earnings stood out
among others with 2:00 speed marks
and ten times as much money in the
bank. Once again a Maine has risen
to the top. Officially Jill Parker was
awarded the Red Smith trophy as
Harness Track’s of America’s top
caretaker in the under $100,000
category for 1984.
It swept Jill Parker off her feet,
“ Its more shock than surprise,” she
said. “ I got a call from Chet Poole,
in Florida, they even put it in the
Pompano program.”
“ I think my daughter sent it in to
make me feel good. She was with us
all last summer, she knew the hours
I put in with Emperor Virgo.”
Equally significant, Emperor
Virgo, the horse named, was nothing
special. “ For two years of racing he
never stayed sound. Last year he
was near the qualifier list when we
started. H e’s the kind of horse you
just have to rub.” , said Parker.
“ For him there was no other way,
with problem splints, suspensories,
hocks, he was not a great horse.” Once Parker took charge,
Emperor Virgo won his first start,
and finished the year sound. “ He
lowered his life mark four times last
summer” , she remembers. “ You
had to steam him, rub his legs, he
wouldn’t wear bandages.”
But though Emperor Virgo won
this award for Parker he wasn’t her
most satisfying horse. That was Bill
Crain. “ Bill was a real outlaw,
barred from a couple of tracks, and
when someone finally claimed him
from us they couldn’t get him off the
track. He won alot of races, and
everyone said he wouldn’t win
another, then he did , all season. He
and I got a long real good, but he
wouldn’t let Freeman touch him. He
was a funny little horse.” , said Jill
Parker.
v
Jill Parker comes^by her horse
sense honestly. Her parents had
horses In-Massachusetts. “ We had

saddle horse, and I was riding since
I was 3. I was in 4-H ten years, and
when I moved to Maine in 1965 I
worked with Appaloosa and quarter
horses; bred, raised and showed
them.” Several horses Jill Parker
conditioned were high-point horses
for New England.
Parker’s first introduction to
Standardbreds
was
through
veternarian David Jefferson. “ I
rode with him one summer as he
made his rounds to the tracks and
stables in Maine. Then she got a job
with Link Keene, a Maine legend. “ I
knew alot about horses, but it was
different rubbing a Standardbred” ,
said Parker. “ They don’t have the
same lameness problems. Link
Keene was real patient, a real good
teacher. He didn’t have alot of
machines so you sat and rubbed on a
horse,” Joe Smith also worked for
Keene, and he and Bernard
Pomerleau, another groom taught
Jill Parker how to sit and rub. “ You
don’t even need lotion, you can just
rub with nothing” , said Parker.
“ I’ve been rubbing horses for
fourteen years now.”
Jill Parker has also been married
to Freeman Parker for more than
nine years. “ Up until July we always
worked together at home. I’ve done
the grooming for everything we’ve
had. I had surgery last March. And
while Freeman stayed to work with
Bob Levi in Cornish I took care of the
horses at home.” Besides Emperor
Virgo, Jill Parker broke a yearling
and cared for a couple of other
horses who came and went,
“ The year before, Bob Levi was
going to send my name in for
grooming Ryal Eagle, he thought
sending it in would make me feel
good, but he was too late.”
Parker is representative of a class
of horsemen who remain in the
background. “ You don’t think about
ever being recognized” , she said,
“ It’s about time people realize
grooms are real important. After a
race the owner will go up to the
trainer and tell him he did a great
job, but they never tell the groom
they’ve done a great job, too. The
groom knows how the horse feels
every day, he’s more in touch than
the trainer or driver” , said Parker,
Jill Parker will be honored locally,
with a trophy presentation and a
speech or two. She will receive a
handsome sculpture from HTA, but
after the glow dims, Jill Parker will
be back rubbing horse’s ankles and
knees, and putting in endless hours,
keeping raceway horses sound,
Upon her shoulders survives this
sport, salut!

Horses

In Training

At
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Ben White

United Davitross JNiatross-Justa Jiggin) of the Jack Kopas Stable with groom
John Bernard of Foxboro. (This could
*1 be the fastest horse in 1985!)

Spring Garden railbirds from Maine — Christine and Henry Cyr who winter
nearby and enjoy the training sessions.

Kash Bay (Niatross-Brown Paint) a two year old colt owned by Rodney Farms
with trainer John Hafford formerly of Lewiston, Maine.

New England railbirds enjoy morning workouts at Ben White Raceway, (1. to
r.) Harold Ralph, John Nichols, Dr. Dole and Laine Vance.
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- ’VP.. ^ - . - Winston Blue Chip (Precious Fella-Waltz Time) Of the Jim Miller Stable partly Armbro Evita (Most Happy Fella-Dottie Shadow) a two year old full sister
owned by P. Remmer of Connecticut, with groom Elizabeth Bridger.
Oil Burner with groom John Bernard of the Kopas Stable.

M

•t
Evian (Tyler B-Hilarious Marion) a two year old filly trained and groom ed.by
Raymond and Tillie LeBlanc for the Jeff Mallet Stable.

Major Deke (Burgom eister-Estelle Rodney) a two year
Tripp for Don Schultz of Portsmouth, N.H.

trotter trained by Ray
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FERNALD

STOCK FARM

Booking For 1985

STEPHEN

West Poland, Maine

THE ANDOVER STORY

(Most Happy Fella-Edith Marion-Thorpe Hanover)

(Honest Story-H.A. Linda-Meadowlands)

P rivate Contract

Private Contract

ROYAL REWARD
(Songcan-Crown Velvet-Star’s Pride)
F ee $500. Live Foal

PERSUADABLE
(Tarport Count-Persuasion-Knight D ream )

F ee $500. Live Foal

All Foals Eligible To Maine Stakes

Visitors W elcome

Fernald Farm located in West Poland, Maine

Bert Fernald, Manager 207-782-4927

Richard Gurney, Assistant Manager

Foals Of The Month

FEBRUARY
SIRE
DAM
SEX
Skipper Knox
Rum’s Mae
Colt
Mr. Suffolk
Carolyn Butler
Filly
Trusty Dream
Misty Ridge
Filly
Charo’s Skipper
Random Ellie
Colt
Skipper Gene Marx
Knight Nancy
Filly
Fame
• Queen Towner
Colt
Persuadable
Deviled Egg
Filly
Royal Reward
Greenacres BunnyColt
Bettor’s Choice
Nannette LotharioColt
Stephen O
Keep Movin
Colt
MARCH
Romano Hanover
Spanish Customer Colt
Mr. Suffolk
Heritage Cindy
Colt
Royal Reward
My Fair Princess Filly
Nero
On Course
Filly
Bravo Bret
Southern Maine Filly
JANUARY
Frosty Vicar
At Tara
Colt
Frosty Vicar
Skipper’s Miss
Filly
Stephen O
Avon LindaLee
Colt
Royal Reward
Tiny B. Oregon Colt
Stephan O
Chancey Matilda Filly
Stephen O
Take The Gate
Colt
Persuadable
Lou Can Tangle Colt
Stephan O
Silent Partner
Filly

OWNER
Ival Cianchette
Charles Main
Roland Smith
Young Meadow Farm
W. Hammond-A. Lefebvre
Young Meadow Farm
Charles Day
Fernald Stock Farm
Fernald Stock Farm
Fernald Stock Farm
Richard Weeman
Germain Binette
C. & W. Hughes
Young Meadow Farm
Don Harper
Clinton Conant
Clinton Conant
James Murchenson
Alton Worth
Ridgeview Farm
Fernald Stock Farm
Charles Day
James Fernald

BE WISE — ADVERTISE!
Contact Editor now to reserve advertising space fo r the
months ahead. Avoid last minute preparation!

Call: 2 0 7 -2 8 2 -9 2 9 S

This month old stud colt is the first Royal Reward foal, and is owned by Alton
Worth out of the mare Tiny B. Oregon.

Childs

207-998-4769 (Farm )

Named

Dana Childs, Judge of Probate for
Cumberland County, has been
named recently to fill the unexpired
term of Stewart G. Taylor on the
Board of Directors of the United
States Trotting Association in
Columbus, Ohio.
Taylor, of Cumberland, died
January 17th in Pompano Beach,
Florida. Childs was selected by the
New England directors Paul Fon
taine of Rhode Island and Wallace
Tefft, of New Hampshire.
Childs is currently attending a
three-day directors meeting at the
Hyatt on Capitol Square in
Columbus. The session will conclude
Tuesday March 12th. Childs will
serve on the Registration and
Owners Committee and the Stakes
and Futurity Committee.

To

U.S.T.A.

A graduate of the University of
Maine School of Law in Portland,
Childs has been a practicing at
torney for thirty years. Serving ten
years in the Maine Legislature,
Childs was speaker of The House two
years. He has been Judge of Probate
since 1973.
An active participant in harness
racing, Childs is a former President
and current director of the Maine
Harness Horsemen’s Association.
He has served on the Maine Colt
Stakes Advisory Committee and is a
member of the Maine Breeders.
Childs and his wife Jean own and
operate the Race Me Stable in
Westbrook, Maine. Formerly known
as Oteca Farm, it was the home of
one-time U.S.T.A. director Sam
Aceto, a Portland contractor.

All Accounting Functions
Income Taxes
Syndications
We Specialize In Horse, Stable and Other Agricultural Enterprises
^
Call or Write
a,**

Hand Over Associates
P.O. Box 3

N. Monmouth, Maine 04265 Te. 207-933-4065

Entrepreneur:

Kevin Purcell

By LEE ALLEN
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Broodmare Of The Month
Flying Minnie K. B y
For Flying Minnie K, it’s all in the
family.
That daughter of Flying Bret was
bred in house by the Flying Bret Inc.
stable. She qualified a winner at
two, like so many others, but she
didn’t set her life mark unil she was
four, and long forgotten as a stakes
prospect.
Yet there was speed at hand. The
preceding foal, a full sister, Flying
Rivie just shaded 2::00 enroute to
more than $50,000 in earnings. That
mare has safely made the career
transition and has delivered a B.G.’s
Bunny and a Happy Motoring with
an impressive speed inheritance.
In fact Mama Luck the Bullet
Hanover dam may become en
shrined as the foundation of a top
maternal family, for an unraced
(due to temperment) Most Happy
Fella mare, Buttonwood Peg, when
bred to Trusty Dream, an obscure
stallion standing in New York State,
produced Trusty Tough Guy a
$250,000 horse. As a colt this tiny
game campaigner beat the likes of
Tyler B. and Denali. When Trusty
Dream disappeared to Maine,
Buttonwood Peg was returned to
Flying Bret, and the cycle goes
round and round.
For Flying Minnie K, the mare in
question, a Flying Bret half sister to
Buttonwood Peg, came to Maine
specifically to breed to Trusty
Dream, then an unknown Maine
stallion.
The result of the mating was of
course Trusty Star, the 1:59.3 track

a n t h o n y j

.

a l ib e r t i

record
co-holder
at Lewiston
Raceway and the first winner in the
colt division of the New England
Sulky Championship.
Trusty Star is now in New Jersey
slugging it out for one more year
with the top class horses at the
Meadowlands.
The second foal from Flying
Minnie K. was the handsomest of all.
named Trusty Bilbo. Unlike many
other Trusty Dream colts, this one
had size, structure, posed like a
champion. Unofficially this colt was
timed around 2:06 as a two year old,
but his official record is not so
illuminating. Yet Bob Cain present
owner has his fingers crossed. The
colt is in Dude Goodblood’s barn
pripping for his second assault at the
Maine stakes.
But the lynchpin foal for this
mare, and perhaps the filly which
will truly elevate this family is now
two, under the tutelage of master
colt trainer, Gordon Corey.
Inauspiciously
named
M-K’s
Dream, reports (word of mouth)
reaching Maine indicate this may be
the best Trusty Dream foal ever
broken.
Its all in the family, and every
part to the jigsaw fits.
Her darn is a Flying Bret sister to
Buttonwood Peg, the Most Happy
Fella dam of Trusty Tough Guy, the
dimunitive son of Trusty Dream,
and she is by Trusty Dream herself,
establishing the potential of a truly
golden cross into a maternal vein for
this stallion.

Kevin Purcell at his office with pictures of top horses he has sold*
There are innumerable ways to make sity. After becoming interested in harness
a living. Some occupations are boring, racing through his friendship with John
some are enjoyable. But few are as exot- Hogan, a top trainer-driver. Purcell was
ic, exciting and profitable as the vocation approached by a trainer who wanted to
Kevin Purcell has chosen.
sell him a horse.
Purcell buys and sells Standardbred
Already a victim of the horse bug, Purhorses — more than a million dollars cell bought the animal, an Australianworth annually. Ninety percent of the bred pacer. “ I bought him,” Purcell said,
horses he has sold during the past 12 “ but I really couldn’t afford a horse at
years are New Zealand-bred. They have that time. So I sold him — for a profit.”
earned close to $5 million in purses.
That started the wheels turning. PurA resident of China, with Waterville cell decided to give up his tire business
offices, Purcell several times a year and concentrate on importing Australian
makes extended trips to Australia and and New Zealand standardbreds to sell in
New Zealand in search of good, young this country.
racing stock. The horses he purchases are
He made his first trip to New Zealand
sold to wealthy owners in New York, New with no prospective buyers. “ I got off the
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Canada.
plane without knowing a soul. I called
The cheapest horses he will handle go some people I knew in the states and they
for $15,000. His average sale price is seemed interested. I had no guarantees,
$35,000 Some of his better purchases are whatsoever, but I felt that a good horse
sold for six-figure amounts.
would sell himself. Ninety-five percent of
Although nis business offices are in all the horses I sell are sight unseen. I
Maine, a state rich in Standardbred tradi- have to believe that owners have confition, he does his selling to out-of-state dence in my judgement.”
buyers.
And well they should. Purcell’s office
“ The horse business we know in Maine walls are lined with framed, winners-ciris not the business I know,” he said during cle photos of champion standardbreds he
a recent interview. “ In Maine it’s more has bought and sola. And he is in most of
for the love of it. You can’t make any real the photos, standing beside the smiling
money here, but you can have a lot of fun. owners who trusted nis judgement.
I’ve raised some colts here, but they race
At first, Purcell sold Australian and
mostly out of state.”
New Zealand horses to American buyers.
Purcell currently has two yearling Now, he also sells American stallions to
fillies, one by Storm Damage ana the oth- New Zealand owners. Currently, he is neer by Crash. He also has a Big Towner gotiating to sell a stallion for a quarter of
colt racing at Pompano Park in Florida, a million dollars.
The colt was thira in 2:00.1 in his first
Until this past December, he operated
lifetime start a week ago.
the business from his China farm. But
Purcell owns three broodmares. They business has boomed. He now has Waterroam the pastures of his China farm, ana ville offices, a secretary and a computer,
are bred to top stallions such as Storm
Purcell says the U.S dollar is strong
Damage.
abroad. “ Recently, business has been terHe once owed what is now the hottest rific. I credit the strength of the U.S. dolbroodmare in Maine, Ardina Sterling, lar. I can buy horses cheaper in New
And he virtually gave her away.
Zealand and sell them to Americans for
“ I bought her in Canada and bred her much more, he said”
to Escort, Purcell said. “ She aborted. I
Purcell has visited close to 150 race
bred her to Bret Star and when I sold the tracks in the United States, Canada, Ausfoal. I barely got my stud fee back.
tralia, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Singa“That mare was an idiot. Every time a pore and Macau,
few drops of rain fell, she woulcf have a
“ I don’t think many people realize
tantrum. She didn’t have great blood there’s such big money in the stanlines. sol got rid of her.”
dardbred business. Harness horses race
Star (3) with Dude Goodblood defeats Trusty Blaze (2) with Walter Case
After Ardina Sterling had been bred to for considerably more money than thor- Trusty
Trusty Dream Purcell wound up trading oughbreds. Everyone knows about the Jr. driving at Scarborough Downs in the Maine Breeders Stakes.
the mare and her weanling fo Gerry Kentucky Derby, but how many know
Smith, a Cumberland horseman, for 18 that harness racing has several races
months of free stall board. That weanling with million-dollar purses? Harness racwas Trusty Blaze who earned close to ing simply does not get the publicity.”
COLUMBUS, Ohio — The United USHWA members to the Living Hall
$200,000 last year as a three-year-old.
The equine broker from China knows
Purcell last summer offered $100,000 first hancfhow horses feel when they race, States Harness Writers Association of Fame. The Hall of Fame Writers
for Trusty Blaze but was turned down.
He has run five marathons — Honolulu will return to The Sheraton Heights, Corner Award goes to veteran
Adina Sterling has since produced an- twice. Casco Bay, the Orange Bowl and Hasbrouck Heights, NJ, for its 37th publicists-writer-editor
Larry
other super coll. Trusty Wise Guy, who the Coast Marathon at Kennebunk. His annual awards dinner-dance Sun- Evans of Columbus, OH. Rambling
broke most of Blaze’s two-year-old re- best time was 3:37.
cords.
Purcell moved to Maine after graduat- day, April 28, 1985, beginning at 6:30 Willie, the storybook pacer, earned
the 1984 Proximity Achievement
“ I enjoy owning and racing horses, but ing from St. Anselm’s College m Man- p.m. with a reception.
my main income is from selling,” Purcell Chester, N.H., where he majored in USHWA President Maury May of Award,
said.
English. He started a tire business in the Buffalo (NY) News said that Fancy Crown will receive the E.
One of his top sales was Prince Rapide China and also had a store in Farmington William Bloome of Jamaica, NY Roland Harriman Trophy as Horse
N, a world champion in his first year of before making the switch to horses. He USHWA Second Vice President and of the Year. Michael Lachance
racing. Prince Rapide N set track, and and his wife, Irene, have a daughter, a vice president of the Metropolitan posted 466 victories for the North
world records for two-year-old pacing Gretchen, who is a freshman at Stanford, New York-New Jersey Chapter, will American
dash-winning
chamgeldings (1:59.2) at Roosevelt Raceway.
“ My wife likes horses, especially the again chair the dinner, which last pionship,
his first,
and Bill
The track record still stands and is so little ones,” Purcell said. “ But Gretchen year attracted over 300.
O’Donnell shattered the driver
noted in Roosevelt programs.
hasn’t shown any interest in horses. She’s
Top honoree will be trainer-driver earnings record with $9,059,184. Both
Purcell actually became involved in studying medicine. Maybe she’ll be a vetr
George Sholty who wafs"efectedMb^V ilt be ttoddlwdt the dinner.
thefihdrse
^ n i e c e s iftaHafif’*he^rdded

U.S.H.W.A. Awards
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Standing A t Stud

The Pacing Stallion

SAMPLE BEAT p 2,
(M ost Happy Fella

Sample Beat, driven by George Stevens wins

Sire: M OST HAPPY FELLA p.2, 2:01.3f-3,
1:55 ($419,033) World Champion. Triple
crown winner and voted
of the
Year” . Sire of 347 in 2:00, including
ARMBRO AUSSIE p.3, 1:51.4
CAM
FELLA p.4, 1:53.1 — TOY POODLE p.3,
1:53.4 etc. Sired dams o f 69 in 2:00.
Dam: SELDOM BEAT p.2, 2:13.3h
3,2:04f by Tar Heel. From twelve foals
(including a filly from Meadow Skipper's
last crop) dam of eight winners includ
ing:
______

—

—

—

2:04

Seldom Beat)

at Scarborough Downs for the DiBiase Farm.

SAMPLE FELLA p .l:55.1f (Most Happy
Fella) standing at Heritage Farm in New
York for a fee of $1500. ($232,889).
SAMPLE COPY p. 1:59.4 (Bye Bye Byrd).
($72,113)
SWEET AIR p. 2:01.1 ($20,398.) Airliner
SECOND FELLA p. 2:02.1 ($16,626) Most
Happy Fella Etc.
Second Dam: STEADY BEAT p.2, 2:02.2
who is the dam of the fam ous STEADY
BEAU a 1:55 sire.

Rememberl This Is The Same Family As Steady Brave
Standing for a fe e of $500 in 1985

C o n ta c t:

THE IH It i
Winn Road

Falmoui

NO*
A lth o u g h T h ese Stallions W ere N o t In c lu d e d , O n 7
Clerical E rro r, T h e y H a ve B e e n Paid A n d Their Foa
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I In Maine In 1985

The Trotting Stallion

TENDER TRAP 203
(Speedy Crown-Nola-Hickory Pride)

Tender Trap, the handsome Speedy Crown stallion, at the DiBiase Farm in Falmouth, Maine.

The DIABIASE FARM in Falmouth,
Maine is, now the proud owner of a
trotting stallion. TENDER TRAP was
racing at the Meadows at the time of
consignment to the select summer sale.
Described as a high class green trotter9
this five year old won his last two starts
and in his record mile9 won wire to wire
from the eight hole-trotting his last half
in 59.4.
TENDER TRAP is a son of the prepotent
trotter SPEEDY CROWN 2, 2:01.2 3 , 1.57.1
($545,495) a world champion winner of
the Hambletonian and the International

Trot. Sire of 103 in 2:00 and the dams of
20 in 2:00.
TENDER TRAP is also the full or half
brother to John Lightfoot 2:03.3 and
Bright Sword 2:04.3. He is out of the
producing darn, NOLA, a three quarter or
half sister to Ditchdigger 2:00.4 and
Nevele Linda 2:06.
With flawless conformation and a
superb disposition added to a respectable
race record9 the stallion TENDER TRAP
brings to Maine a cross section of SPEEDS T E R - F L O R I C A N - S T A R 9S P R I D E RODNEY-blood.

Call now and book your mares for the introductory fe e o f $500.

IASE FARM
th, Maine
TICE f ☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ it ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

The Original L ist
als

Tel. 207-797-3675
O f R eg istered M a in e Sires D u e

To

Will All B e E ligible F or N o m in a tio n To T h e S ta k e s .
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New Englanders At Pinehurst
The number of trotters and pacers
has increased to a total of 280 at the
Pinehurst Training Track with the
arrival of 17 horses in the Paul
Battis Stable of Dover, N.H., and the
addition of two more horses at the
William Emerson Stable.
Paul Battis is trainer and Jeff
Battis is his assistant at Barn No. 7
and thier owners include: Paul and
Bonnie Battis; Russell Harrington,
West Groton, Ma.; Kathleen Bayley,
W. Scarborough,
.Maine; Basil
Kellis, Wells, Me.; and Ruth and Ed
Hall, Dover, N.H.

At Barn A, the most noticeable
newcomer is the 16-3 hand trotter
named Similar owned by Margaret
Goodman,
Goodhaven
Farm,
Loxahatchee, Fla., one of the largest
horses on the grounds. The other
newcomer at Barn A is a pacer
owned by Joseph Costa of Darien,
Conn. Both are trained by William
Emerson of Freehold, N.J.
On hand since the seson opened,
Marcia Barden, training for Dr.
Albert Grass has twelve head in
Barn 15. Joe Clohossey in Barn 16
has five for Austin Farms of Cor
nish, N.H.

H.T.A. Award To Shehan
FOXBORO — Tom Shehan, a
consultant to ?i Foxboro Raceway,
harness
racing’s
received
Service
Award
Distinguished
Saturday night in Miami. The award
was presented at the annual meeting
of the harness industry’s trade
organization, Harness Tracks of
America (HTA). The annual black
tie ceremony was held at the Doral
Country Club.
Shehan, a 76 year old native of

Danvers, MA. was presented the
award by HTA Executive Director
Stan Bergstein. Shehan who is
legendary in harness circles has
been involved in the indrustry for
over 50 years. The diminutive Irish
man began his career as a journalist
and has held top positions in almost
very facet of the racing game.
The Distinguished Service Award
is given as a special honor to people
who have made “ outstanding con
tributions” to the racing industry.

Hinsdale Update

Hinsdale Racetrack and the New
Hampshire Sweepstakes
Com
mission announced today that the
1985 edition of the New Hampshire
Sweepstakes Gold Cup will be run
for a purse of $50,000 plus. The race,
scheduled for July 28, is expected to
be run for a total purse of $53,000,
making it the richest harness race in
New Hampshire’s history. The New
Hampshire Sweepstake Commission
will provide the purse and the race
will be run in conjunction with a
special sweepstakes game. The
“ Instant Stakes” tickets will be
available statewide beginning in
March and the game’s grand prize
will be $50,000.
The game will feature eight grand
prize finalists, who will be an
nounced in early July. The finalists
will be matched with horses in the
Gold Cup field, and the order of
finish in the race will determine the
distribution of prizes ranging from
Killybegs on the rail with Gordon Corey and Irvin Foster with Jim and Rene $50,000 to $1,000.
Salzillo’s, Get A Job.
Last’s year’s inagural running of
the New Hampshire Sweepstakes
Gold Cup was judged a rousing
success
both
financially
and
aesthetically. Hinsdale realized it’s
best harness racing handle and
attendance in over 10 years with the

event, which was the nigh point of
the 1984 season.
Waverly Nero, the Connecticut —
owned pacer who won the Gold Cup,
set a new Hinsdale and New
England half - mile track record,
stopping the clock in 1:57.2 for
driver Franics Mahoney, Jr.
This year, track officials expect to
attract some of the top harness
horses in the Northeast to compete
in the Gold Cup field. “ We feel that
the $50,000 added purse will draw
entries from among the nation’s top
pacers,”
said Hinsdale public
relations director Kevin Reilly. The
race will be an invitational event
and the purse total eclipses the
record New Hampshire purse of
$50,000 in a race run at Rockingham
Park in the late 1960’s.
Reilly added that the southern
New Hampshire track expects the
race to capture the attention of
racing
fans
throughout
New
England. The Hinsdale official said
“ We have great expectations for the
Gold Cup based on last year’ s suc
cessful debut. We plan to schedule
Gold Cup promotions throughout our
1985 harness meet.” The Hinsdale
meet is scheduled to begin on May
31st and run through August 11th.

Vermont News

Lavish Sundance (Sundance Skipper-Lavish Lady) leads with Irvin Foster as
Gordon Corey follows with Pretty Independent (Best Jeffrey-Pretty Plumber).

Horses In Training
GORDON COREY STABLE
ADEPT GLORIA
CAMDEN HILLS RAVEN
CHUCK T
COOKIE THE CAT
GET A JOB
HI GEM
IMAGE OF PHIL
KILLYBEGS
LAVISH SUNDANCE
M & K’S DREAM
PRECIOUS ALEX
PRETTY INDEPENDENT
PHIL’S MAJORITY
RONSTADT
ZAM ZAM

LITTLE RIVER STOCK FARM

The Vermont Breeders Stake
Board is planning a racing schedule
for the summer of 1985, which will
include races at Manchester,
Rutland, and Essex Junction.
The original Governor’s budget
did not carry an appropriation for
the Breeders Stakes. However,
appearances were made by the
Chairman of the Breeders Stake
Board before both the House and the
Senate appropriations committees.
There is optimism about these
monies being reinstated in the
budget, as they have been in the
past.
Monies have definitely been set
aside for racing in 1986 and 1987. The
Vermont Breeders Stake Board, at
its meeting on 8 January 1985, ex

tended the deadline for nominating
horses for the 1985 racing season to
March
15.
The
eligibility
requirements for both two and three
year olds are that the horse must be
one of the following:
a. Sired by a Vermont stallion; or,
b. Foaled in Vermont; or,
c. From a Vermont-owned mare at
time of foaling; or
d. Vermont-owned as of January
15,1985.
For
information
concerning
stallions please contact Beth Dawley
at Box 22, Northfield, Vermont
05663. To nominate your horse for
the 1985 racing season, send a copy
of the USTA registration to the
Department of Agriculture, 116
State Street, Montpelier, VT 05602.

Two Year Olds In Training
Max Gerson
Raven Hanover-Sweet Sally
Dr. J. Dow
Escape Artist-Steady Chuckola
R.Weeman
Precious Fella-Gemma Barmin
MaxGerson
SPRINGFEST (N evele Pride-W eeping Cherry) b.h.5,
Job-Bertie Kash
M. Salzillo & V. Hanscomb
Carl Schultze
Good To See You-Celebrate
2:03h R ecovering from an injury, has good potential as a
Saddle Rock Stable
Northside-Image
trotting sire. P rice: $6,000.
R. & Thompson
Doublemint-Nelahini
B. Kellis & F. Daughan
Sundance Skipper-Lavish Lady
LAST LAUGH p.2:01.3m (Most Happy Fella-M olly O.D.)
R.
Cain & Ass.
Trusty Dream-Flying Minnie K
Tough Conditional Pacer - Five Of Twelve Starts in 1984.
Precious Fella-Ambro Scarlet
Walter Case, Jr.
Best Jeffrey-Pretty Plumber
T. Regan & J. Clements
P rice: $3,000.
Silent Majority-Northside-Sister
Saddle Rock Stable
Jaisan, Inc.
General Star-Tender Hanover
BEACH BU RN ER p.6 — 2:05h (Oil Burner-Riviera Tim e)
Carl
Schultze
Happy Escort-Jewel’s Reward

DONALD HOLSAPPLE STABLE
MAINE STAR SKIPPER
Skipper Knox-Star Is Born
FIVE CRACKER GEORGE Skipper KnotfLi^sSSafimh;

Horses For Sate

Solid conditional pacer.

*J

2
Year Olds
Don Holsapple
JGtsbrgfc GoodWobd'

P rice: $1,500.

Call: 207-774-2269
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Sire For New Hampshire!
y Dad, CINDY'S BAND p.l:57.4 earned $163,126.
Without the benefit of stakes money, finishing 1-2-3 in
102 of 169 lifetime starts. He did it the hard way racing
on all size tracks mostly in Invitational Company, and
he took his record on a Vs mile track. To Find Out
How To
Get A Foal
Like Me
Call
Mrs. Carolyn Vorisek At 603-279-8624

CINDY'S BAND
p .3 , 1 :5 8 .4 m , 2 :0 0 .4 h , l : 5 7 . 4 f ($ 1 5 3 ,1 2 6 )

(Race Time — Brass Band — Airliner)
Fee $ 5 0 0 .
Photo By:
Joanne
Eiler

Live Foal

Foals eligible to N.H. Sire Stakes and

N.E. Sulky Cham pionship

Bob Tisbert Up

Standing At:

STANDARDBREDS
Rt. 25, Meredith, N.H.

03253

Call: Mrs. Carolyn yorisek At 6 0 3 -2 7 9 -8 6 2 4

YOUNG MEADOW FARM
Dear Friends:
If you have a broodm are, then you have a dream. The dream o f breeding, raising and racing a champion. To achieve
the dream, it is necessary to select a stallion that will give you a racing edge.
T o determ ine the stallion ch o ice for your mare consider the follow ing:

BLOODLINES
Speedy Crown 3,1:57.1

Dale Frost p ,l :58

SPEEDY SOMOLLI 3,1:55

MEADOW SKIPPER p ,3,1:55
Som olli

Countess Vivian p ,3 ,l :59

COPTER LOBELL 2 £ * ) 1 .2 3 J 1 5 7 .4

CHARO’S SKIPPER p j , 1:55 2

N oble Victory 1:55.3
CONNIE LOBELL 3,2*>6.4h
Dam o f:
2 in 1:58
3 in 2:00
4 Stakes w inners

Best o f All p ,l :56.2
CHAROp,3,1:57.1

Charmette Hanover 3,2 K)3-4h

Dam o f:

Big Mama

1 in 1:56
2 in 2:03

Charo’s Skipper is a son o f the legendary M eadQw S k ip p er
p ,3,1:55 ( $428,057), w h o has p rodu ced 412 in 2:00, over
25 in 1:55 and is a broodm are sire with over 250 in 2:00
to his credit.

Copter Lobell is from the same cross that p rodu ced F ancy
C ro w n 3,1:54.3— the fastest two-year-old trotter, fastest
filly trotter o f all time, a Breeders Crown champ and 1984
“Horse o f the Year.”
On his top line, C opter Lobell com es from the dynasty o f
early sire p oten cy established by S p e e d y S cot 1:56.4.
C o n n ie L o b e ll 2,2:207.2 3,2:06.4h, the dam o f Copter
Lobell, was a multiple stakes winner and a 100% produ cer
with 4 sub 2:01 record trotters, each one having trotting
earnings in excess o f $89,000. C aleb L o b e ll 3,1:59, full
brother to Copter Lobell, has earnings over $350,000 and
is a winner o f many stake events.

C h a ro p,2,2:05 3h 3,1:57.1, the dam o f Charo’s Skipper,
was a multiple stakes winner, breezing through the legs
o f the Hopeful Series and winning the $50,000 final. In
addition, she has produ ced a full brother to Charo’s Skip
per, O p e n In v ita tion p, 3,2:03h.
Charo is a full sister to Besta M om m a , dam o f A b s e n c e
o f M alice p ,l:56.2f, and com es from the family that p r o 
duced three w orld Champions: Kris M e ss e n g e r p, 1:54.4,
S tabilizer p, 1:56.3 and W .W. Sm ith p, 1:58.1.

RACIN G A BILITY
At two, C opter Lobell w on several stakings including the
$50,000 Meadowlands N.J. two-year-old Sire Stake Cham
pionship. He took his two-year-old mark in a leg o f that
same series. As a three-year-old, he w on the NJ Futurity
and the Illinois Topline at Springfield Grand Circuit. In
Lexington, at The Red Mile, w here Young M eadow Farm
made the decision to purchase C opter Lobell, he w on
both o f his time trials and established his lifetime mark
o f 1:57.4.

Racing only as a three-year-old, Charo’s Skipper qualified
in 2:00 and w on his first start in 1:59.1. His third start,
he paced wire to w ire from the eighth post position to
take his racing record and lifetime mark o f 1:55.2, last
quarter in 28 seconds, making him the fastest racing son
o f M eadow Skipper standing in Massachusetts. Consigned
to a sale to dissolve a partnership, Charo’s Skipper was
purchased by Young M eadow Farm to stand as the prem ier
pacing stallion in Massachusetts.

PRICE
Copter Lobell will stand his second season at Young
Charo’s Skipper will stand his secon d season at Young
M eadow Farm for $1,500. However, those with contracts
M eadow Farm for the m odest fee o f $1,000.
to him in 1984 will have their $1,000 fee honored.
FARM
With the com pletion o f the most sophisticated breeding facility in N ew England, Y oung M eadow Farm is fully operational
in 1985. W e are pleased to announce the addition to our staff o f DR. CHARLES F. KALB, a graduate o f O hio State
University, as our full time resident veterinarian. Formerly with Hill Farm in Ohio, Dr. Kalb presided over a breeding
program consisting o f five stallions, most noted being Falcon Almahurst p,3,T l:52.2, and m ore than three hundred
mares. A twelve year veteran o f the Standardbred industry, Dr. Kalb has been involved with equine reproduction for
10 years, and maintained a practice at Yonkers and Roosevelt Raceways in N ew York for tw o years.
Since his arrival, Dr. Kalb has expressed confidence in the production ability o f our stallions, reigniting our enthusiasm
to launch the 1985 breeding season. One o f the primary objectives o f Young M eadow Farm is to strengthen the New
England breeding program. In support o f this goal. Dr. Kalb is available, by calling the farm, to assist horsem en in
answering questions pertaining to breeding problem s with their mares.
W e are eagerly anticipating our first foals. The first Charo’s Skipper is due on January 24, the first C opter Lobell on
April 9. Feel free to com e by the farm and view these foals.
In September, an open sale featuring consignm ents from Massachusetts breeders is being planned and will be held at
Young M eadow Farm. Inquiries are invited regarding this sale. As soon as a date is selected, w e will furnish you with
the information so you can mark your calendars.
Sincerely,
Ernie Houle, Manager

111 North Maple Street

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035

Tel. 413-549-3900

Horses In Training
At Spring Garden Ranch
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De Leon Springs, Florida

Bill “ Blow ’Em Away” Sivert works Butler G.B. (G.B.’s Bunny-Marge K.) who
is owned by Lawrence Kadish and was trained and driven by Ted Wing very
successfully in ’84.________________ ______ __ _______
______, .....

This nice two year old South Bend trotter enjoys the care and
attention ot Arnoldjand Priscilla Miles of Goodwins Mllls, Maine.
Another Scan (Striking Image-Summer Scandal) owned and trained by Ruth
Sewell poses with Art Sewell of Lewiston, Maine.

Brewster Blue Chip (Most Happy Fella-Betty Hanover) a two year old trained
by Henry Molinari for Paul Lucas of Framingham, Mass.
^
^

Rum High (Nob Hill-Rum Trick) and owner-trainer Chuck Pillsbury atter a snarp
mlle over the well groomed track.
__

De Leon Chris, a three year old trained by the “ perennial pro” Ted Taylor who
will be, summering in Scarborough,
.f
f t ..... V / -•*p -.l •«•a

B.G.’s Bertha (B.G.’s Bunny-Bye Bye Bertha) owned by the Kunkel Stable of
Webster, Mass* enjoys the training apd attention of Waiteritnd Arlene Padgett. .
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Horses At J.W . Training Center
Oviedo, Florida

A T T E N T I O N B R E E D E R S !!

Important Notice
MEADOW BILLY
(Dean Herbert-Meadow Mabel)

The entrance to the training center which is in Oviedo, conveniently close to*
Orlando.
J

p.l.56.4 (S189,894)
Standing First Season In

New Hampshire
Fools Will Be Eligible
To The New Hampshire Slakes
And The New England Sulky Championships

$300

Littleton, N.H.
Call:
Todd Rooney of Onion River Farm, Vermont and the two year old trotter Luv
Triumphs (Kawartha Mon Ami-Doc’s Luv).

603-444-5222

FURMAN’S FOLLY
3, 2:05.2h 4, 2:02.4f
(Lindy’s Pride-Song Festival-Speedster)
Furman’s Folly’s first season at stud. In 1980, he was April Championship
Trot Final winner at Saratoga and was voted “ 3 Year Old Trotter ol llit*
Year” by Saratoga Chapter of U.S. Harness Writers Association.

Stud Fee $750.
All Foals are eligible to N.Y.S.S.
Walter Wheeler with the two year old Fala Hanover (Columbia George-Fella’s
Dream) is enjoying his first season at the track.

CROSS CREEK FARM
East Nassau, N.Y. 518-766-5580

BROODMARE FOR LEASE
Nero Rivage P. 3 , 2 :04.1
(Nero-Afton Sandy-Jug Chief)
Six year old broodmare for ’ 85 breeding season. Her Nevele Leader colt
)orn May 10, 1984 was judged Reserve Champion at the New Hampshire
Standardbred Show this fall. Make an acceptable offer on him and you
could be a proud owner.
Will consider any reasonable agreement on mare lease.

Contact: Jerry McCall
Phyllis Hodgkins of Oviedo and the sharp colt, Lil Instigator (Cavalcade-Mini
View) a yearling owned by her daughter Karen of Foxboro.

Tel. 617-688-1381
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CAVALCADE

Sire Of (21) In 2:00 Including:

(M eadow Skipper-Golden Miss)
Fee: $1,000.
Standing At:
Tufts Veterinary School
No. Grafton, MA
617-839-5302
Contact:
Meadowbrook Farm
Dudley, MA
617-943-2707

Famous Cade P, 1:55.2
Reveille Rebel P, 1:56.3
Marathon Star P, 1:57
French Leave P, 1:57.1
Metro Cal P, 1:57.2
Prissy BB P, 1:57.3
Racing Valor P, 1:58.4
Decorated Hero P, 1:58.4
Wood Ford P, 1:59
Walkaround Money P, 1:59.1
Swift Britches P, 1:59.1

Every Move P, 1:59.3
Engamernedgekol P, 1:59.3
Tartan Tan P, 1:59.4
Recorded P, 1:59.4
Cavalcade of Stars P, 1:59.4
Anchor Miller P, 1:59.4
Magic Mate P, 2:00
Golden Eclipse P, 2:00
Fast Pace P, 2:00
Distant Land P, 2:00

* All “Cavalcade” Record Foals That Ever Raced Thru

John Kunkel-Pres./Treas.
Joseph Kunkel
James Kunkel
Paul Ducharme-Gen. Mgr.
1984 starters, finished 1st, 2nd, or 3rd, in 42% of their starts.

30%
77%
94%
45%
37%
17%

Took
Took
Took
Took
Took
Took

11-6-84

Records Of 2:00 Or Better In 1984
Records Of 2:05 Or Better In 1984
Records Of 2:10 Or Better In 1984
Their Records On Half Mlle Tracks
Their Records On Five Eighth Mlle Tracks
Their Records On A Mill Track

1984 starters, earned $570,079 , and $1,824,778 lifetime.

* From a limited opportunity of 85 broodmares (source: USTA sires report, Nov. 6, 1984).
* * Foals now avallable for purchase from Tufts Veterinary School, proceeds wili benefit equine reproduction research.
Ali Foals Eligible To
The BREEDERS CROWN, MASS SIRE STAKES, NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP AND THE GRAND CIRCUIT
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MASSACHUSETTS SIRE STAKES
Stallions Registered For 1985
American Shadow
Armbro Lightning
Atomic Chuck
Beau Chuck
Big Power
Bonnie Time Boy
Bo Scot’s Blue
Bret’s Champ
Buttonwood Odin
Cavalcade
Charo’s Skipper
Cindy’s Band
Command Performer
Copter Lobell
Cory
Cuckoo Clock
Del Almahurst
Drill Instructor
Fancy Star
! Frontier Knight
Fulla Chase
Guv
Happy Jaunt
Heggie’s Rhett
Highly Treasured
H-Pick Up
Irish Sea

J.P. Butler
Kar Hanover
Kiley Moraka
Laser Lobell
Lord Daniel
Lord Tar Heel
Maxie Hanover
Miles End Steve
Morning Breeze
Mountain Skipper
Nevele Leader
Olympic Torch
Overland Hanover
Polished Armor
Roman Key
Royal Prince
Sleepy Sam
Slippery When Wet
Supreme
Swift Andy
Teddy Lobell
The Red Colt
T.N.T.’s Bambino
Travis Lobell
Tropical Reef
Wades County

“ Our Goal Is To Encourage Quality Breeding and Racing For Two and Three Year Old
Massachusetts Bred Horses With Stakes Racing At Fairs and Pari-Mutuel Events.”

The Commonwealth Of Massachusetts
Sponsor Of The

Massachusetts Sire Stakes Program
Supervised By The

m

lid v

re&ifbo?q

Division
01 Fairs
or-Cl*
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OLYMPIC TORCH
p. 158.2f-l.59h
Standing His Second Season In Mass.
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Foxboro
Planning Stakes Program
(FOXBORO)...The older horses
are going to get some sizeable
checks at Foxboro Raceway this
season according to Rick Stroud,
Director of Racing, who today an
nounced
an ambitious
stakes
program for aged horses that will
add sparkle to holiday cards this
spring and summer at Foxboro.
“ The stakes series is new at this
track,”
explains
Stroud,
who
assumed full control of the racing
program when the winter meet
started last month.
“ The idea is that a lot of the big
stakes racing is directed at the 2
year old and 3 year old,” Stroud
adds, “ this will be a chance to see
some of the better aged horses in
action.”
At this point, Stroud is confirming
his projected dates with the Stan
dardbred Owners Association and
the Massachusetts Sire Sakes of
ficials, but has otherwise set the
program which will feature two

$25,000 Invitationals and one $50,000
Invitational into action.
“ The first of the new stakes comes
on Sunday night of Memorial Day
week-end,” explains Stroud, who
also acts as Racing Secretary at the
5/8th oval. The next major race is
scheduled for the latter part of June.
This race, the Simon Bishop
Memorial, is named after the wellknown late owner-breeder from
Pepperell and will consist of two legs
for 3 year olds with the $20,00 final
set for Sunday night.
A $25,000 Invitational Race is set
for July 21 with the Foxboro Fresh
man Pace slated for September 1,
and event for 2 years olds which will
culminate in a $20,000 final.
On
Sunday,
October
13th
(Columbus Day week-end), a $50,000
Invitational is set. The challenge is
expected to attract some of the
Eastern Seaboard “ superstars” of
the Standardbred racing industry.

Plante Goes For Provisional

England’s Highest
M oney Winning Stallion
jV etr

An outstanding son of the great Meadow Skipper, out of
Twist Along p. 2,-2.04h by Hillsota p,1.59.
This stallion has proven him self on the race-track with
career earnings in excess of $345,000, doing it the hard way
all in over-nite events m ostly at Yonkers and Roosevelt.
Of 246 career starts he was 62-44-31, for a winning
percentage of 25.2% and 1st, 2nd, or 3rd for 55.6%.
Olympic Torch was test-bred to three m ares prior to last
year, producing the good filly Olympic Moon p,2.T.T.
2:02.2 with all three taking records — 100%!
Joe Marsh Jr., Grand-Circuit trainer and driver and
winner of nearly 4000 races had this to say about Olympic
Torch.
“ I drove Olympic Torch and he had everything; perfect
manners, extrem e speed, and great gait. His record of 1.58
is no indication of his true ability, if he had raced at the
Meadowlands I am certain he would have taken a record
of at least 1.55.1 believe he w ill be a great sire and I really
can’t say enough good things about this h orse!”
All foals eligible to $450,000. Mass Sire Stakes and N .E .
Sulky Championship pending m are registration.
Olympic Torch w ill again stand for the m odest fee of
$750.00 at Cochran Stables, where your m ares are
guaranteed personal attention at reasonable board rates.
Dr. Albert E. Grass-Farm Veterinarian & Consultant

Contact: Bruce Cochran
83 Spruce St. Winchendon, MA. 01475
Tel. 617-297-0613 or 297-1750

FOXBORO — If they have a
racing bible in the Plante family,
they’ll start a new page on Tuesday
night.
That’s the night that Roger
Plante, Jr. of Plainville takes his
first ride as a provisional driver at
Foxboro Raceway.
Plante, 17 and a standout soccer
player at King Philip Regional in
Wrentham has been working for his
“ P ” or provisional license for a year
and a half. Tuesday night, March
12th he is scheduled to make his
debut, driving Enviado out of the
four hole in the tenth race.
Young Plante comes from a great
New Engalnd harness racing
family. Perley Plante is his uncle.
His great grandfather was also
named Perley. The “ Perley Plante”
name is quite familiar around New
England and is currently associated
with Gawain Butler, one of the
track’s standout invitational pacers.
The Plante owned Butler was

recently named Aged Pacing Horse
of 1984 by the Standardbred Owners
Association of New England.
Roger, Jr. jogged horses at 11 and
started training seriously at 13. For
a year and a half, he raced qualifiers
and fair matinees. Now that he has
acquired his “ P ” license, he has set
his sights on a driver’s license and
full status.
Plante got a break working for
John Hogan at Rosecroft and
Freestate in Maryland, and has
gotten tips from veterans like Bert
Beckwith who currently call Fox
boro home.
Young Plante’s athletic pursuits,
however, are not confined to the
track. Last year, the talented
youngster scored 15 goals for his
high school soccer team and this
year, as a senior, on a stronger
team, has 7 to his credit.
Go to school, work at the track,
play soccer. Simple when you’re 17.

Mass Equine Expo

By ANN FLYNN
provide information on horse health
and
nutrition,
equine
studies
programs, publications, and the
various
breeds
and
their
associations.
Stallion Row and the Stallion
Parade, both popular features of last
year’s Expo, will be continued this
year. They offer stallion owners a
unique opportunity to present their
animals to several thousand in
terested horsepeople.
The Third Annual Massachusetts
Equine Art and Photography Con
test, featuring the work of amateur
artists, will be judged during the
weekend and all artwork will be on
display to the public.
A new feature of this year’s Expo
will be a Sale Barn, designed to give
potential purchasers an opportunity
to view and compare a large number
of sale horses.
Expo - ’85 intends to increase the
horse industry’s visiblity to the
general public, promote youth
participation in a wholesome ac
tivity and provide an educational
forum for horsemen of all per
suasions. Admission will be free.

NORTHAMPTON, MA: The third
annual Massachusetts Equine Expo
- ’85 has been scheduled to take place
April 13 and 14 in Northampton,
Mass. Once again, the excellent
indoor arena and other fine facilities
of the Tri-County Fairgrounds willl
host this premier equine event. Expo
is
jointly
sponsored
by
the
Massachusetts Horseman’s Council
Inc., the Massachusetts Department
of Food and Agriculture, and the
Massachusetts Cooperative
Ex
tension Service, 4-H University of
Massachusetts, for the specific
purpose of promoting all breeds and
all aspects of the equine industry.
Highly successful from its first
year, Expo saw a dramatic increase
in interest and participation its
second year from both the horse
world and the general public.
Organizers hope to continue that
trend with an even bigger and better
event this year.
Continous arena demonstrations
are being planned by state and
regional breed organizations, with
at least 25 different groups expected
to participate. Between demon
strations, spectators can visit more
than 70 trade show booths. These Information : Steve Quinn, Dept.
will offer tack, clothing and other Food & Agriculture, 100 Cambridge
horse related products, as well as St., Boston, H. (617) 727-3037.
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POMPANO PARK — A number of
top New England stables are adding
to the winter racing scene at
Pompano Park Raceway during the
extended meet that ends the first
part of April. The big southern
racing oval has also played host to a
crowd of northern harness fans.
The Leo Gauer Stable, Foxboro,
which last season raced at Yonkers
and Roosevelt Raceways, is again at
Pompano with a large contingent of
pacers and trotters owned by
Lawrence Kadish, Westbury, N.Y.
The seven-year-old Keystone Mace,

New Englanders At Pompano Park

1:56.3, trained by Paul Kelley,
Oakland, Me., is one of the pacing
stars of the Stable and has turned in
a win this season in 1:58. Bauer is
also one of the top catch drivers and
is in great demand for his driving
talent.
The Walter Bassett Stable is
another power packed stable on the
grounds. Bassett who races out of
South Winsor, Conn, calls Lovell.
Maine his home. His horses are
trained by Rodney Grady, Gardiner,
Me. Two fast prospects in the
Bassett Stable are Bronze Con 1:58,

a five-year-old by Keystone Andy
and Staunch Avenger.!: 56.2, a sixyear old by Most Happy Fella.
Most Happy Rod owned by Roger
J. Bourgoin and Paul Cote, Auburn,
and driven by Al Grenier recently
notched up his second win of the
season in the sizzling time of 1:57.3.
This four-year-old who is headed for
the Meadowlands was up against
some of the best young pacing stock
at Pompano.
Billy Parker, Jr., who has made a
name for himself in the East along
with Leigh Pitch recently performed

in the Midas Touch Gold Crown
Drivers
Championship
Series.
Parker raked in a second in the final
Series which attracted such big
names in the harness world as
Billy Haughton and Stanley'Daincer.,
Roland Mallar, a second trainer for
the Haughton Stable who hails from
Machias, Me. has brought home a
couple of winners catch driving.
Danny Summer, Bangor, Me., who
is training for the Dick MacComber
Stable has also reined in a number of
winners.

Bob and Jackie Sewell, Foxboro, Mass., hold the green trotter Speedin Bullet Trainer Rodney Grady, Walter Bassett and Arthur Grady, Gardiner, Me., with
outside their stable at Pompano Park. Jackie is the Assistant Marshal at the Staunch Avenger 1:56.4. This five-year-old tied the track record at Skowhegan,
Maiitn loci otimmof*
Florida track.

m^

George Harp, the New Hampshire Horseman holds the trotting star of his stable, Leo Bauer, one of the top drivers at Pompano, holds Happy Bee PF 1:56.4 in
Dolly Jaws 2:00.1, and shows her what she has to do in the $37,000 Dade County front of his stable at Pompano Park. This four-year-old by Whata Baron made
trotting final at Pompano Park.
his mark at the Meadowlands last season.

■

Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Burgess, Plymouth, Mass., are shown outside the Walter George Dumond, Lewiston, Me., who is with the Jerry Procino Stable, holds
Bassett Stable with Cloverleaf Tony 1:58, a eight-year-old by Sampson Direct. Nero’ s Best 1:54.3. This four-year-old by Nero made over $80,000 last season.
f
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New England Sulky Championship
Eligible Stallions
s

BEST JEFFREY
BIG ALBIE
BRAVO BRET
BOLD KID
BRET S BOY
FANTASTIC BUTLER
G.G. SKIPPER
GIBSON LOBELL
J.H. BARON
HOYT LOBELL
KEYSTONE TRYST
LARSON LOBELL
LAVERTO HANOVER
MR. SUFFOLK
MY BILL FORWARD
NEVELE PILOT
PERSUADABLE
PRIVATE JET
REBEL BRET
ROMANO HANOVER
ROYAL REWARD
SKIPPER KNOX
RICCI BOLD PAYSTER
SPRINGFEST
STEPHEN 0
SUIT COAT
TAM O’CHAMP
TBJ
THE ANDOVER STORY (
THE FIREBALL
TRAVELIN BOY
TRUSTY DREAM
TRUSTY STAR
WATCHFUL
WITSEND’S TRIBUTE

g

S

l A

N

G

BEAU CHANCE
ft
BIG POWER
BO-SCOT’S BLUE
BRET’S CHAMP
BUTTONWOOD ODIN
CAVALCADE
CHARO’S SKIPPER
COMMAND PERFORMER
COPTER LOBELL
CORY
CUCKOO CLOCK
DRILL INSTRUCTOR
FANCY STAR

CAP COAL
DARRELL LEE
DEACON BLACK
GOOD TIME BOY
KLIPPER MINBAR
LILANO HANOVER
MAJESTIC BEAU
MARCON CADET
MOHAWK JAKE
MR. VERMONT
ORESTES
REBEL ROY
SPECIAL BUTLER

MOUNTAIN SKIPPER
NEVELE LEADER
OLYMPIC TORCH
OVERLAND HANOVER
POLISHED ARMOR
ROYAL PRINCE
TNT’S BAMBINO
TRAVIS LOBELL
TROPICAL REEF
WADES COUNTY

S C A R B O R O U G H DOWNS
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...BOX SEATS...BOX SEATS...
The 1985 Box Seat Package Includes:

...Season Tickets...Season Tickets...
Your Personal Pass Will Entitle You To:

*** Free grandstand admission and private seating

Free Admission For Every Evening And Sunday
Matinee
Free Program For Every Card
Clubhouse Season Ticket Cost: $200
A Savings Of $90
Grandstand Season Ticket Cost $125
A Savings Of $107

for 4 in a prime spot overlooking the finish line.
(Season value of $464).
*** 2 free programs every race card. (Seasons value
of $232).
***Free grandstand parking. $58 value).
Total season value $754
You Pay Only $400! (Save $354)
Name

Phone No..

Address
City, state, zip

The Ne.v

Enclosed is my check made out to Scarborough Downs |
for $ ___________ that represents________________________ j

Scarborough Downs

Mail To:
Box 468
S^aj[borough_Downs________ jScarb orough^Maine^ 04074 ]

GEARING
UP
FOR
A
S E N S A T I O N A L SEASON!
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☆

Applications Presently Available

1985 LATE CLOSING PROGRAM
May 5th-September 21st
Nominations Close April 15, 1985

PINE TREE RACING SERIES
PACE-Non-Winners of $8,000 in 1984

■ f t -☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

INVITATION ALS

SCA R B O R O U G H DOW NS

EVENT #1

☆

M AY 12th THE NEXT GOVERNOR'S PACE
M AY 27th MEMORIAL DAY CLASSIC
JUN E 16th THE SENATOR
JULY 4th THE DIRIGO
JU LY 28th THE MAINE EVENT (MAINE OWNED OR
BRED HORSES ONLY)
A U G U S T 11th MID SUMMER CLASSIC
A U G U S T 25th THE LEGISLATOR (TROT)
SEPTEMBER 1st THE PRESIDENT'S PACE
SEPTEMBER 21st MAINE CHAMPIONSHIP PACE
(MAINE OWNED OR BRED ONLY)

$ 10,000

7.000
7.000
7,500
5.000

6,000
15.000
30.000
8,000

EVENT #2

EVENT #3

FUTURE STARS PACE
PACE-Two Year Olds in 1985

SHOW PLACE PACING SERIES
PACE-Non-Winners $3,000 Lifetime
(5 yr. olds £f under)

Sunday, May 5 .................................................................................$3,000 Friday, June 7 .......................................................................$2,000
Sunday, May 12.................................................................................$3,000 Friday, June 14.......................................................................$2,000 Thursday, July 11............................................................................. $2,500
Sunday, May 19.................................................................................$3,000 Friday, June 21 .................................. (F in a l)........................$2,500 Thursday, July 18............................................................................. $2,500
Thursday, July 25................................ (Final)............ .................... $3,000
Sunday, May 26..................................(Final).................................. $3,500
Final: Added Est. $4,000
Final: Added Est. $6,000
Final: Added Est. $5,500
N O M IN A TIN G FEE $50-NO S TA R TIN G FEE
N O M IN A TIN G FEE $65-NO S TA R TIN G FEE
N O M IN A TIN G FEE $75-NO S T A R TIN G FEE

EVENT #4
BEARCAT PACING SERIES
PACE-Non-Winners of $25,000 1984
Saturday, July 6 .............................................................................$3,500
Saturday, Ju ly 13.............................................................................$3,500
Saturday, Ju ly 20.................................(Final)................................. $4,000

EVENT #5

EVENT #6

TREASURE CHEST SERIES
PACE-Claiming Price $1,100

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS TR O T
TROT-Non-Winners of $10,000 in 84
(12 starts required in 84)

Wednesday, Ju ly 24 (1 m ile )................................................ $1,000
Wednesday, July 31 (1 i m ile)...............................................$1,000 Sunday, August 4 .......................................................................... $2,000
Wednesday, July 7 (1% m ile )............................................ $1,500 Sunday, August 11.......................................................................... $2,000

Final: Added Est. $6,000

Final: Added Est. $2,750

N O M IN A T IN G FEE $100-NO S T A R TIN G FEE

N O M IN A TIN G FEE $35-NO S TA R TIN G FEE

Sunday, August 18............................... (Final)................................$2,500
Final: Added Est. $3,500
N O M IN A TIN G FEE $50-NO S TA R TIN G FEE

EVENT #7
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 468
Scarborough, Maine
04074
Telephone
207-883-4331

LATE SUMMER CLASSIC
PACE-Non-Winners of $4,000 in 84
(10 starts required)
Friday, August 16..................................................... ........................$2,000,
Friday, August 23............................................................................ $2,000
Friday, August 30................................(Final).................................$2,500
Final: Added Est. $5,000
N O M IN A TIN G FEE $50-NO S TA R TIN G FEE

